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DexPBT: Scaling up Dexterous Manipulation for
Hand-Arm Systems with Population Based Training
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Fig. 1: Tasks trained with DexPBT. Left-to-right: regrasping, throwing, single-handed reorientation, two-handed reorientation.

Abstract—In this work, we propose algorithms and methods
that enable learning dexterous object manipulation using sim-
ulated one- or two-armed robots equipped with multi-fingered
hand end-effectors. Using a parallel GPU-accelerated physics
simulator (Isaac Gym), we implement challenging tasks for these
robots, including regrasping, grasp-and-throw, and object reori-
entation. To solve these problems we introduce a decentralized
Population-Based Training (PBT) algorithm that allows us to
massively amplify the exploration capabilities of deep reinforce-
ment learning. We find that this method significantly outperforms
regular end-to-end learning and is able to discover robust control
policies in challenging tasks. Video demonstrations of learned
behaviors and the code can be found at the supplementary
website.

I. INTRODUCTION

In recent years researchers have started to apply deep
reinforcement learning methods in an increasing number of chal-
lenging continuous control domains. Some applications include
impressive demonstrations of skill in virtual environments, such
as playing football by directly controlling humanoid characters
using joint torques [22]. In other domains such as agile drone
flight [37, 28, 4] and quadruped locomotion [17, 27], control
policies trained in simulation are deployed directly on the real
hardware.

Learning-based approaches appear to be particularly promis-
ing in the domain of robotic manipulation. Traditional methods
such as direct trajectory optimization, may struggle to model
complex contact dynamics. Due to these difficulties, researchers
working on manipulation problems typically focus their efforts
on robotic arms with end-effectors that simplify contact
handling, such as parallel jaw grippers [5, 29, 26]. Even though
more capable human-like robotic hands have the potential to
endow robots with far more advanced manipulation capabilities,
this type of end-effector remains relatively unpopular due to the
difficulty of controlling high degree-of-freedom (DoF) systems
in contact-rich environments.

With the advent of modern deep RL methods that use a large
amount of data and computation, it has become possible to learn
control policies for multi-fingered robotic hands. Systems like
"Dactyl" [2, 31] and "DeXtreme" [10] have demonstrated how
large-scale reinforcement learning in simulation can be used to
obtain robust policies for complex in-hand object manipulation.

In this work, we extend this approach and apply it to a
fully actuated hand-arm system: a four finger 16-DoF Allegro
Hand mounted on a 7-DoF Kuka arm. We target a variety of
manipulation tasks in simulated environment Isaac Gym [24],
such as regrasping, throwing, and reorientation. We then scale
our learning method to train agents that control a pair of arms
and hands with combined 46 degrees of freedom using a single
neural network policy.

We observe that despite the relative success of straight-
forward end-to-end learning, our RL experiments are char-
acterized by a high variance of results and dependency on
initial conditions, especially in tasks that require exploration
in the vast space of possible behaviors. To that end, we
develop a Population-Based Training (PBT) algorithm [13],
an outer optimization loop that can significantly amplify the
exploration capabilities of end-to-end RL. In order to facilitate
asynchronous learning in a volatile compute environment we
implement a decentralized version of the PBT algorithm that
we can run without a central orchestrator instance and is robust
to the disconnect of one or a few learners. We find that the PBT
approach demonstrates improved performance in all scenarios
over standard end-to-end learning and becomes the enabling
factor for the successful training of ambidextrous agents that
control two hand-arm systems simultaneously.

Our contributions can be summarized as follows:
• We develop a framework that combines on-policy RL and

decentralized Population Based Training with realistic
GPU-accelerated robotic simulation and use this frame-
work to train policies for dexterous object manipulation

https://sites.google.com/view/dexpbt
https://sites.google.com/view/dexpbt
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Shared checkpoint directory

<latexit sha1_base64="7DCHAiauHD87fCzY9nnL/wWiGBE=">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</latexit>

Train Niter
<latexit sha1_base64="7DCHAiauHD87fCzY9nnL/wWiGBE=">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</latexit>

Train Niter

<latexit sha1_base64="yzkkwAIMTns3QVcbgnZznwTym6s=">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</latexit>

For each agent in population P<latexit sha1_base64="yzkkwAIMTns3QVcbgnZznwTym6s=">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</latexit>

For each agent in population P

<latexit sha1_base64="cpSpYP5e0GQd0Rkjdt1IP+a5rYU=">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</latexit>

at
<latexit sha1_base64="cpSpYP5e0GQd0Rkjdt1IP+a5rYU=">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</latexit>

at

<latexit sha1_base64="vDz17imuHaNAYWMt2JBztfmCMNI=">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</latexit>

Simulation
<latexit sha1_base64="vDz17imuHaNAYWMt2JBztfmCMNI=">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</latexit>

Simulation

<latexit sha1_base64="Da02sr8Ey/BnfNxrHSc1jHP+nKU=">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</latexit>rt
<latexit sha1_base64="Da02sr8Ey/BnfNxrHSc1jHP+nKU=">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</latexit>rt

<latexit sha1_base64="pMTn5WVXNb4WRfEMBNxBVLZiIGk=">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</latexit>

st,
<latexit sha1_base64="pMTn5WVXNb4WRfEMBNxBVLZiIGk=">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</latexit>

st,

<latexit sha1_base64="XMYE8cwucWbhyjubmGyMGUqczz8=">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</latexit>

RL Training
<latexit sha1_base64="XMYE8cwucWbhyjubmGyMGUqczz8=">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</latexit>

RL Training

<latexit sha1_base64="XFOgbW9akfqeXCXt73mkVCqqoMI=">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</latexit>

LSTM
<latexit sha1_base64="XFOgbW9akfqeXCXt73mkVCqqoMI=">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</latexit>

LSTM
<latexit sha1_base64="e/iGA7tl/fEarqB9ZxBNeSyRtVI=">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</latexit>

Actor-Critic
<latexit sha1_base64="e/iGA7tl/fEarqB9ZxBNeSyRtVI=">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</latexit>
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Fig. 2: An illustration of the system used to solve our complex manipulation tasks using a combination of RL, highly parallelized robotic
simulation, and Population Based Training (PBT).

with high-DoF single and dual hand-arm systems.
• We introduce a staged reward function formulation and

a PBT meta-objective to simplify and automate reward
tuning and hyperparameter search.

• We release our environments, RL, and PBT code to facil-
itate further research in dexterous robotic manipulation
(see the supplementary website).

II. RELATED WORK

Producing control policies to perform complex, contact-rich
tasks has been a long-standing challenge in robotics. Classical
methods for this have focused on directly leveraging robot
kinematics [34, 25, 20]. While useful in free-space or pick-
and-place style tasks, these methods struggle as the number of
contacts grows.

Recently, various systems have leveraged learning-based
methods to perform contact-rich robotic manipulation, achiev-
ing impressive results both in simulation and reality [18, 15].
In particular, RL-based methods in simulation have shown the
ability to learn complex and robust behaviors in realistic scenar-
ios which transfer to the real world [17, 2, 10]. The advent of
high-throughput simulation on GPUs has improved the speed
at which such tasks can be learned using RL [24, 33, 1, 12, 8].

Multiple prior projects have explored the problem of dexter-
ous object manipulation. Kumar et al. [16] achieved in-hand
object rotation with a Shadow Hand-like robotic hand using
a model-based approach. Andrychowicz et al. [2] and Handa
et al. [10] showed that it was possible to train the policy to
do in-hand cube manipulation and even Rubik’s cube [31]
solving entirely in simulation and deploy the learned policy
on the real robot. Other work has shown multiple tasks with
free-floating hands [6] or with object grasping [41]. Matl et al.
[26] demonstrated methods for learning grasping policies with
two robotic arms and different types of end-effectors such as
suction cups and parallel jaw grippers. Gupta et al. [9] were
able to learn object manipulation skills on a hand-arm system

using off-policy reset-free reinforcement learning directly in
the real world. Our approach is most similar to Handa et al.
[10]: we also take advantage of the massively parallel GPU-
accelerated physics engine, and we add a Population-Based
Training outer loop for improved exploration, automated reward
function tuning, and hyperparameter optimization.

Jaderberg et al. [13] popularized Population-Based Training
in a variety of domains such as RL, adversarial learning, and
machine translation, however PBT methods turned out to be
particularly promising in deep RL where exploration is often
the bottleneck. PBT provides a way to combine the exploration
power of multiple learners and directs resources toward more
promising behaviors. Since then, PBT algorithms have been
exceptionally successful in RL for video game applications
and helped to produce state-of-the-art agents for games such
as Quake [14], Doom [32], and Starcraft II [38].

Recently Wan et al. [39] augmented PBT-style methods
with trust-region based Bayesian Optimization and were able
to optimize both hyperparameters and model architectures
simultaneously. Flajolet et al. [7] proposed highly efficient
JAX implementation of PBT that enables evaluation of multiple
agents on one accelerator. Both Wan et al. [39] and Flajolet et al.
[7] demonstrated great results on standard continuous control
benchmarks such as Half-Cheetah and Humanoid, in contrast,
we apply our method in complex dexterous manipulation
domains more similar to real robot settings. Additionally, our
decentralized PBT implementation (Section III-D) makes it
easy to use the algorithm in distributed compute environments
such as Slurm clusters.

III. METHOD

A. Problem Statement

A lot of problems in practical robotics require the robot
to perform some notion of rearrangement [3], i.e. bringing a
given environment into a specified state. In household, factory,
or warehouse environments many interesting tasks will involve

https://sites.google.com/view/dexpbt


a type of rearrangement that requires dexterous object handling
and manipulation [30]. In this work, we target a high-DoF
anthropomorphic hand+arm system in the attempt to build
towards the desired level of dexterity.

We focus on a problem that can be seen as a special case
of rearrangement: single-object reposing. This task requires
changing the state of a single rigid body such that it matches
the target position x ∈ R3 and, optionally, orientation
R ∈ SO(3). Dexterous single-object manipulation can be
seen as an essential primitive required to perform general-
purpose rearrangement. This task requires mastery of contact-
rich grasping and in-hand manipulation and presents an exciting
challenge for robotics research.

We approach dexterous manipulation as a discrete-time
sequential decision-making process. At each step the controller
observes environment state st ∈ RNobs (which includes the
target object pose) and yields an action at ∈ RNdof specifying
the desired angles of arm and finger joints. Whenever the object
state matches the target within a specified tolerance, the attempt
is considered successful, and the target state is reset. If the
object is dropped during the attempt, or if the target state is not
achieved within a time period τ we consider this attempt failed.
The simulation proceeds until Nmax consecutive successes are
reached or until the first failure. The performance on the task
can thus be measured as a number of consecutive successes
within the episode Nsucc ≤ Nmax, as done in prior work [2].

Similar to Allshire et al. [1] we use Nkp keypoints to
represent the observed object pose xkp ∈ R3Nkp . In tasks
that require orientation matching, keypoints are also used to
represent the desired object pose xtarg ∈ R3Nkp (Figure 3).
We consider such task successfully executed when all of
Nkp keypoints are within the tolerance threshold of their
corresponding target locations max

i∈1..Nkp

||x(i)targ − x(i)kp || ≤ ε∗.
For tasks that require only position matching we just require

Fig. 3: We use object keypoints (yellow) to represent both observed
object position xkp ∈ R3Nkp and object shape. In reorientation tasks
keypoints are also used to represent the desired object pose xtarg ∈
R3Nkp (green). Observed fingertip locations are additionally rendered
in blue.

the object’s center to be within ε∗ of the desired location.
The keypoint representation provides multiple benefits. It

eliminates the need to tune tolerance thresholds and RL reward
weights separately for rotation and translation. In addition to
that, keypoints placed in a predefined pattern on the convex
hull of the object allow the policy to observe the shape of
the rigid body. In this work we use parallelepipeds with
dimensions ranging from 3 cm to 30 cm as our manipulation
targets, therefore a representation with Nkp = 4 keypoints is
sufficient to convey the shape information.

B. Scenarios

We developed three variants of our object manipulation task
that highlight different challenges in dexterous manipulation.
These scenarios are regrasping, grasp-and-throw, and reorien-
tation (Figure 1). At the beginning of each episode, the object
appears in a random position on the table and the hand-arm
system is reset to a random state srobot ∈ R2Ndof consisting
of random joint angular velocities and initial angles within the
DoF limits. The episode then proceeds according to one of the
following scenarios.

The regrasping task demands that the agent grasp the object,
pick it up from the table, and hold it in a specified location for
a duration of time, after which both object and target positions
are reset. To succeed in this scenario the control policy must
develop stable grasps that minimize the probability of dropping
the object during the attempt.

In grasp-and-throw the task is to pick up the object and
displace it into a container that can be outside of manipulator’s
reach. This scenario requires aiming for the container and
throwing the object a significant distance. Here we test the
ability of the control policy to understand the dynamic aspects
of object manipulation: successful execution of this task
requires releasing the grip at the right point of the trajectory,
giving the object just the right amount of momentum to direct
it towards the goal. After each attempt we reset the positions
of the object and the container to make sure that the policy is
able to complete the task repeatedly for a diverse set of initial
conditions.

The reorientation task provides perhaps the most difficult
object manipulation challenge among the chosen scenarios.
The goal is to grasp the object and consecutively move it to
different target positions and orientations. This scenario requires
maintaining a stable grip for minutes of simulated time, fine
control of the joints of the robotic arm, and occasional in-hand
rotation when the reorientation cannot be performed by merely
using the affordances of the Kuka arm (video demonstration).
Thus formulated, the reorientation task includes elements seen
in previous work such as dexterous in-hand manipulation
[31, 10], but extends the capability of the manipulator to
perform reposing in much larger volume. While regrasping and
grasp-and-throw tasks only require matching the target position,
reorientation scenario additionally demands that object rotation
matches the target.

In both regrasping and reorientation the final required
tolerance is ε∗ = 1 cm, thus demanding very precise control.

https://www.youtube.com/embed/wM2WuKUtVp8


TABLE I: Actor/critic observations and their dimensionality. Here
Narm = 1 for single-arm and Narm = 2 for dual-arm tasks, and
Nkp = 4.

INPUT DIMENSIONALITY

JOINT ANGLES 23D ∗Narm

JOINT VELOCITIES 23D ∗Narm

HAND POSITION 3D ∗Narm

HAND ROTATION 3D ∗Narm

HAND VELOCITY 3D ∗Narm

HAND ANGULAR VELOCITY 3D ∗Narm

FINGERTIP POSITIONS 12D ∗Narm

OBJECT KEYPOINTS REL. TO HAND 3D ∗Nkp ∗Narm

OBJECT KEYPOINTS REL. TO GOAL 3D ∗Nkp

OBJECT ROTATION 4D (QUATERNION)
OBJECT VELOCITY 3D
OBJECT ANGULAR VELOCITY 3D
OBJECT DIMENSIONS 3D

1picked 1D
dclosest 1D

d̂closest 1D

TOTAL, ONE ARM TASKS 110D
TOTAL, DUAL-ARM TASKS 192D

For grasp-and-throw we use ε∗ = 7.5 cm since the main focus
is on landing the object into the container, not the precise
positioning within it.

Dual-Arm Scenarios. In the attempt to find the limits of end-
to-end learning for continuous control, we introduce versions
of regrasping and reorientation scenarios for two hand-arm
systems. It is likely not a coincidence that humans, sculpted
into a form optimised for object manipulation by evolution,
wield not one but a pair of arms and hands. Thus solving
object reposing with two high-DoF manipulators in simulation
can be seen as a milestone on the path towards future robotic
systems that can match or exceed human dexterity.

To produce dual-arm scenarios we double the number of
simulated robots per task for the total of 46 degrees of
freedom (Figure 1, on the right). We change the sampling
of initial and target object positions in a way that guarantees
that the task cannot be solved by any one robot. Thus,
a complete solution requires grasping the object, passing
the object from one hand to another, as well as in-hand
manipulation, combining the most challenging elements from
all scenarios. We extend both observation (Table I) and action
space (at ∈ RNdof∗Narm , Narm = 2) to allow a single policy
to control both manipulators.

C. Reinforcement Learning

We formalize the problem as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) where the agent interacts with the environment to
maximize the expected episodic discounted sum of rewards
E[
∑T
t=0 γ

tr(st, at)]. We use Proximal Policy Optimization
algorithm [36] to simultaneously learn the policy πθ and the
value function V πθ (s), both parameterized by a single parameter
vector θ. The model architecture is an LSTM [11] followed by
a 3-layer MLP. Even though agents can observe all relevant
parts of the environment state, we decided to follow prior

work [2, 31] and train recurrent models because any future real-
world deployment will necessarily involve partial observability
and require memory for test-time system identification.

The policy is trained using experience simulated in Isaac
Gym [24], a highly parallelized GPU-accelerated physics
engine. To process high volume of data generated by this
simulator we use an efficient PPO implementation [23] which
keeps the computation graph entirely on the GPU. Combined
with the minibatch size of 215 transitions, this allows us to
maximize the hardware utilization and learning throughput.

We utilize normalization of observations, advantages, and
TD-returns [35] to make the algorithm invariant to absolute
scale of observations and rewards. We also use an adaptive
learning rate algorithm that maintains a constant KL-divergence
DKL(π|πold) between the current policy πθ and the behavior
policy πθold that collected the rollouts. The learning rate is
reduced by a factor of 1.5 whenever DKL exceeds the threshold
by the end of the training iteration, and is multiplied by 1.5
when DKL falls below the threshold.

Both regrasping and reorientation demand very precise
control (ε∗ = 1 cm). Because of that, agents almost never
encounter successul task execution early in the training. In
order to create a smooth learning curriculum we adaptively
anneal the tolerance from a larger initial value ε0 = 7.5 cm.
We periodically check if the policy crossed the performance
threshold Nsucc > 3, and in this case we decrease the
current success tolerance until it reaches the final value ε∗:
ε← max(0.9ε, ε∗).
Reward function. For the successful application of any
reinforcement learning method, the reward should be dense
enough to facilitate exploration yet should not distract the
agent from the sparse final objective (which in our case is to
maximize the number of consecutive successful manipulations).

We propose a reward function that naturally guides the agent
through a sequence of motions required to complete the task,
from reaching for the object to picking it up and moving it to
the final location:

r(s, a) = rreach(s) + rpick(s) + rtarg(s)− rvel(a). (1)

Here rreach rewards the agent for moving the hand closer
to the object at the start of the attempt:

rreach = αreach ∗max(dclosest − d, 0), (2)

where both d and dclosest are distances between the end-effector
and the object, d is the current distance, and dclosest is the
closest distance achieved during the attempt so far. In dual-arm
scenarios we calculate distance d for the end-effector that’s
closer to the object.

Component rpick rewards the agent for picking up the object
and lifting it off the table:

rpick = (1− 1picked) ∗ αpick ∗ ht + rpicked. (3)

In this equation 1picked is an indicator function which becomes
1 once the height of the object relative to the table ht exceeds
a predefined threshold of 15 cm. At this moment the agent



receives an additional sparse reward rpicked. Once the object
is picked up, rtarg rewards the agent for moving the object
closer to the target state:

rtarg = 1picked ∗αtarg ∗max(d̂closest− d̂, 0)+ rsuccess. (4)

In the reorientation task d̂ = max
i∈1..Nkp

||x(i)targ − x(i)kp || is the

maximum distance between corresponding pairs of object and
target keypoints, while in tasks that do not require orientation
matching d̂ is simply the distance between the object center
and the target location; in both cases d̂closest is the smallest
d̂ achieved during the attempt so far. A large sparse reward
rsuccess is added when the desired position and/or orientation
is reached, d̂ = d̂closest ≤ ε∗.

Finally, rvel in Eq. (1) is a simple joint velocity penalty
that can be tuned to promote smoother movement, and in
Equations (2) to (4) αreach, αpick, αtarg are relative reward
weights. Note that we apply virtually the same reward function
in all scenarios, sans the minor differences in d̂ calculation.

Overall, our reward formulation follows a sequential pattern:
the reward components rreach, rpick and rtarg are mutually
exclusive and do not interfere with each other. For example: by
the time the hand approaches the object, the component rreach
is exhausted since d = dclosest = 0, therefore rreach does not
contribute to the reward for the remainder of the trajectory.
Likewise, rpick 6= 0 if and only if rtarg = 0 and vice versa
due to the indicator function 1picked. The fact that only one
major reward component guides the motion at each stage of
the trajectory makes it easier to tune the rewards and avoid
interference between reward components. This allows us to
avoid many possible local minima: for example, if rpick and
rtarg are applied together, depending on the relative reward
magnitudes the agent might choose to slide the object to the
edge of the table closer to the target location to maximize
rtarg and cease further attempts to pick it up and solve the
problem for the fear of dropping the object.

In addition to that, rewards in Equations (2) and (4) have
a predefined maximum total value depending on the initial
distance between the hand and the object, and the object and
the target respectively. This eliminates an entire class of reward
hacking behaviors where the agent would remain close but not
quite at the goal to keep collecting the proximity reward. In
our formulation, only movement towards the goal is rewarded
while mere proximity to the goal is not.
Observations and actions. In our experiments both actor πθ
and critic V πθ (s) observe environment state directly, including
joint angles and velocities, positions of fingertips, object
rotation, velocity, and angular velocity. Additionally, keypoint
positions and object dimensions provide information about the
object shape. Table I lists all observations available to the agent
and their corresponding dimensionalities.

The policy πθ outputs two vectors µ, σ ∈ RNdof∗Narm

which are used as parameters of Ndof ∗ Narm independent
Gaussian probability distributions. Actions are sampled from
these distributions a ∼ N (µ, σ), clipped to corresponding
joint limits and interpreted as target joint angles. Then a PD

TABLE II: RL hyperparameters and reward function coefficients.
Rightmost column provides an example of the highest scoring
agent’s final parameter values for a single dual-arm reorientation
PBT experiment (parameters not optimized by PBT are omitted).

PARAMETER INITIAL VALUE
PBT-OPTIMIZED

VALUE

LSTM SIZE 768 -
MLP LAYERS [768,512,256] -
NONLINEARITY ELU -

DISCOUNT FACTOR γ 0.99 0.9888
GAE DISCOUNT λ [35] 0.95 -
LEARNING RATE ADAPTIVE (SEC III-C) -
ADAPT. LR DKL(π|πold) 0.016 0.01432
GRADIENT NORM 1.0 1.028
PPO-CLIP ε 0.1 0.2564
CRITIC LOSS COEFF. 4.0 5.188
ENTROPY COEFF. 0 -
NUM. AGENTS 8192 -
MINIBATCH SIZE 32768 -
ROLLOUT LENGTH 16 -
NUM. PPO EPOCHS 2 1

αreach 50 74.8
αpick 20 22.1
rpicked 300 414.4
αtarg 200 263.5
rsuccess 1000 1322.7

controller yields joint torques in order to get joints to the target
angles specified by the policy.

It is unrealistic to expect that all of the mentioned observa-
tions are available on the real robot. In this case, we propose
using all aforementioned observations for the critic during
training, while the policy only receives a subset of observations
that can be obtained from i.e. a vision system, also known as
asymmetric actor-critic approach (see [10, 31]).

D. Population-Based Training

A contact-rich continuous control problem with up to
192 observation dimensions (Table I) and up to 46 action
dimensions can be exceptionally challenging even for modern
RL algorithms [23]. The main challenge is exploration: from the
large number of possible behaviors that maximize rewards early
in the training only relatively few lead to high-performance
solutions at convergence.

Another dimension of complexity when using learning
methods is hyperparameter tuning. Any reward shaping scheme
contains a number of coefficients that need to be carefully
balanced in order to maximize the objective. In addition to
that, modern RL algorithms have a substantial number of
settings, such as learning rate, number of training epochs on
each set of collected trajectories, relative magnitudes of actor
and critic losses, and so on. Choosing these parameters can
be quite challenging and heavily relies on the expertise of
engineers and researchers.

In order to mitigate these problems we employ a Population-
Based Training approach [13]. The core idea is akin to
an evolutionary algorithm: we train a population of agents
P , perform mutation to generate promising hyperparameter
combinations, and use selection to prioritize agents with



TABLE III: Parameters of the PBT algorithm.

PARAMETER VALUE

POPULATION SIZE |P| 8, 16, OR 32 AGENTS
POPULATION SPLIT |Ptop|, |Pmid|, |Pbottom| 30%, 40%, 30% OF |P|
INITIAL DELAY Nstart 200,000,000 ENV. STEPS
BURN-IN AFTER MUTATION Nadapt 50,000,000 ENV. STEPS
NORMAL PBT PERIODICITY Niter 20,000,000 ENV. STEPS
MUTATION PROBABILITY βmut 0.2
MIN. PERTURBATION µmin 1.1
MAX. PERTURBATION µmin 1.5

superior performance. Each agent (θi, pi) ∈ P is characterized
by a parameter vector θi and a set of hyperparameters pi,
which includes settings of the RL algorithm as well as reward
coefficients αreach, αpick, αtarg, rpicked, rsuccess (see Table II).
Periodically (after training on Niter environment transitions),
each agent is evaluated to obtain the target performance metric
rmeta and the population is sorted according to this metric into
three subsets Ptop,Pmid,Pbottom ⊂ P with cardinality equal
to 30%, 40%, and 30% of P respectively (see Figure 2 and
Algorithm 1). Note that for performance reasons we use rmeta
measured at the end of the training iteration to approximate a
separate evaluation procedure EVAL(θ).

Agents that belong to the highest-performing subset Ptop ⊂
P continue training without interruption. Agents in the
middle 40% of the population Pmid undergo hyperapame-
ter mutation and continue training. Underperforming agents
(θ, p) ∈ Pbottom are discarded and get replaced with a
randomly sampled high-performing agent (θ∗, p∗) ∼ Ptop with
mutated copy of hyperparameters p∗. This algorithm directs
computational resources towards more promising agents in
Ptop and explores numerous hyperparameter combinations,
maximizing exploration (as 70% of the population constantly
undergoes mutation).

The hyperparameter mutation scheme is kept simple: at
each iteration of mutation each regular floating-point hyper-
parameter has a βmut probability to be multiplied or divided
by random number sampled from the uniform distribution
µ ∼ U(µmin, µmax) (see Algorithm 2 and Table III for details).
Note that discrete hyperparameters (such as the number of PPO
epochs) and parameters with limited scope (such as discount
factor 0 < γ < 1) require slightly different mutation rules.

Some hyperparameter mutations may temporarily lead to
decreased performance, e.g. even relatively small discount
factor mutations lead to significant changes in the distribution
of TD-returns, thus decreasing the accuracy of the critic. Yet
despite this temporary disadvantage these changes may lead to
long-term benefits. To give agents a chance to adapt to altered
parameters we temporarily pause PBT updates for this agent
for Nadapt = 5 × 107 steps. Similar to Jaderberg et al. [14]
and Petrenko et al. [32] we also enable PBT only Nstart =
2×108 steps after the beginning of training in order to promote
population diversity. This helps us prevent the situation where
the entire population is filled by copies of one particularly
lucky seed.
Meta-objective. One advantage of PBT is that it introduces an

Algorithm 1 Population-Based Training
Require: P (initial population, θ, p sampled randomly)

1: for (θ, p) ∈ P do (async. and decentralized)
2: while not end of training do
3: θ ← TRAIN(θ, p) . Do RL for Niter steps
4: rmeta ← EVAL(θ)
5: Ptop,Pmid,Pbottom ⊂ P . Sort P according to rmeta

6: (θ∗, p∗) ∼ Ptop . Get agent from top 30%
7: if (θ, p) ∈ Pbottom then
8: p← MUTATE(p∗)
9: θ ← θ∗ . Replace weights

10: else if (θ, p) ∈ Pmid then
11: p← MUTATE(p)
12: end if
13: end while
14: end for
15: return θbest ∈ P . Agent with the highest rmeta

outer optimization loop that can meta-optimize for a final sparse
scalar objective as opposed to inner RL loop which balances
various dense reward components. Although meta-optimizing
for Nsucc is an obvious choice, the adaptive tolerance annealing
described in Section III-C creates a complication: different
agents in the population can have different current values of
success tolerance ε and therefore cannot be compared directly
as it is much easier to achieve high Nsucc at looser tolerance.

To address this issue, we define our meta-optimization
objective that takes both Nsucc and ε into account:{

rmeta = ε0−ε
ε0−ε∗ + 0.01 ∗Nsucc if ε > ε∗

rmeta = 1 +Nsucc if ε = ε∗
(5)

Until the target tolerance ε∗ is reached, this objective is
dominated by the term 0 ≤ ε0−ε

ε0−ε∗ ≤ 1 which is maximized
when ε approaches ε∗. After the desired tolerance is reached
the maximization of Nsucc is prioritized.
Decentralized PBT. A trait that characterizes our implemen-
tation is a complete lack of any central orchestrator, typically
found in other algorithms [32, 21]. Instead, we propose a
completely decentralized PBT architecture (see Figure 2). In
such architecture, each agent is responsible for execution of
its own part of Algorithm 1, including finding its ranking in

Algorithm 2 Hyperparameter mutation subroutine.
1: function MUTATE(p) . Hyperparameter vector p
2: for j ← 1 to len(p) do
3: z′ ∼ U(0, 1)
4: if zmut < βmut then . Mutation probability
5: µ ∼ U(µmin, µmax) . Mutation amount
6: zdir ∼ U(0, 1) . Mutation direction
7: if zdir < 0.5 then
8: pj ← pj ∗ µ
9: else

10: pj ← pj/µ
11: end if
12: end if
13: end for
14: return p
15: end function
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Fig. 4: Training curves with and without PBT for single-arm + hand tasks. Shaded area is between the best and the worst policy among 8
agents in P or 8 seeds in non-PBT experiments.

P , mutating its own hyperparameters p, or replacing self with
a copy of another agent.

In our implementation, agents in P interact exclusively
through low-bandwidth access to a shared network directory
containing histories of agent checkpoints and performance
metrics for each agent. This eliminates the need for any
other form of network communication or message passing
between instances and makes it exceptionally easy to deploy
the system, as most popular clusters provide some kind of
shared filesystem. Our approach allows us to run exactly the
same code with NFSv4 on Slurm, sshfs on NGC, S3 on AWS, or
local filesystem on a multi-GPU server, provided that a shared
workspace folder is mounted and accessible via a predefined
path.

The lack of any central controller not only removes a
point of failure, but also allows training in a volatile compute
environment such as a contested cluster where some jobs can
remain in queue for a long time. In this case, agents that start
training later will be at a disadvantage when compared to other
members of P that started earlier. To allow such agents to
contribute to the population, we compare their performance
only to historical checkpoints (of more advanced agents) that
correspond to the same amount of collected experience.

It is almost inevitable that some learners may be lost during
training, e.g. due to random hardware issues. We require
no special treatment for such agents and simply use the
evaluation result from the latest available checkpoint. Although
reduced number of active agents will almost certainly hinder
the exploration capabilities of the algorithm, empirically we
observe that decentralized PBT is quite robust to loss of
one or a few agents, especially with larger population sizes.
Alternatively, is is also possible to detect agent disconnects
in a decentralized way (e.g. by the lack of recent updates)
and exclude such agents from the selection process, effectively
reducing |P|.

IV. EXPERIMENTS

We conduct our experiments using instances with 8 CPU
cores and a single Nvidia V100 GPU with 16 Gb of VRAM.
Using the Isaac Gym engine [24] we are able to simulate

8192 parallel environments on each GPU. Combined with a
GPU-based vectorized RL implementation rl_games [23], this
allows us to reach training throughput of 5× 104 samples per
second for single-arm tasks and 3.5× 104 samples per second
for dual-arm scenarios. At this rate, to train successful policies
on 5×109 environment transitions, it takes 30 hours for single-
and 40 hours for dual-arm tasks (PBT and non-PBT training
having almost equivalent per-node throughput).

For non-PBT experiments we simply train policies starting
from multiple random seeds, each trained on a single instance.
In our PBT experiments we use |P| separate 1-GPU instances
that exchange information using low-bandwidth access to a
shared directory (in our case, an NFS/sshfs shared folder on a
Slurm/NGC cluster). Table II lists RL parameters and reward
shaping coefficients used in our experiments.

Figures 4 and 5 demonstrate performance of PBT with
|P| = 8 compared to regular PPO. We use equivalent amount
of compute in both cases and compare the best agent in the
population with the best agent among 8 independent PPO
runs. We find that PBT improves training substantially in all
scenarios, and in three of them PBT becomes the enabling
factor allowing the algorithm to reach non-trivial performance.
For example, in single-arm reorientation task, without PBT
none of the eight single-GPU training sessions reached the
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target tolerance ε∗ (rightmost plot in Figure 4). Of the three
types of scenarios, reorientation relies on exploration the
most: finding the correct approach to in-hand manipulation
is essential, and there are many local optima to get stuck
in. PBT excels at overcoming these challenges. It greatly
amplifies the exploration capabilities of RL by directing
computational resources towards promising agents and trying
multiple combinations of RL hyperparameters and reward
shaping coefficients.

Our learning approach scales well even to dual-arm tasks,
despite the significantly increased overall complexity and ex-
ploration challenges. Moreover, PBT dual-arm agent (Figure 5)
performed better in the reorientation task, reaching almost 40
out of Nmax = 50 successes. The dual-arm task requires the
agent to constantly pass the object from one hand to another,
as a result the policy became more confident at juggling and
tossing the object in-hand, while single-handed agents tend to
rely on more conservative in-hand rotations.

To test the scaling properties of the algorithm we train
populations of 16 and 32 agents on the single-arm reorienta-
tion task, allowing each agent to observe 1010 environment
transitions (the total amount of collected experience in the
|P| = 32 experiment is thus 0.32 trillion environment steps).
We observe that each increase in population size leads to
significant improvement of both convergence speed and final
agent performance, reaching Nsucc > 42 for the best agent
(see Figure 6).

Figure 6 additionally shows some hyperparameter schedules
discovered by PBT. Evidently, meta-optimization tends to prefer
smaller policy updates as training progresses, tightening the
adaptive learning rate KL-divergence threshold (Section III-C).
We hypothesize that high-performing policies become quite
sensitive to large SGD steps, and such schedule helps enforce
the trust region and prevent destructive parameter updates.

Curiously, only our largest experiment (|P| = 32) was able
to find solutions with higher γ. The highest-performing agent
in this experiment employs an alternative strategy: for certain

reorientations it chooses to place the object back on the table,
rotate it, and then pick up again and put the object into the
target position. While this approach is slower, it minimizes
the risk of dropping the object and leads to better long-term
outcomes. We demonstrate this and other learned behaviors in
supplementary videos.

V. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we demonstrate the ability of end-to-end
deep RL to learn control policies for sophisticated dexterous
manipulators. We employ Population-Based Training at scale to
train agents that are able to control high-DoF simulated robotic
systems in contact-rich conditions. Although our scenarios only
cover a small part of the robotic dexterity domain, we consider
solving these object reposing challenges to be an important step
on the path toward real-world deployment of robotic systems
with human-level object manipulation capabilities.

While our agents demonstrate strong performance in simu-
lation, many additional obstacles need to be overcome before
practical applications are feasible. Our policies demonstrate
aggressive control on the limits of robot capabilities which can
lead to equipment damage in the real world. One promising
approach is to utilize Riemannian Motion Policies [19] or
Geometric Fabrics [40] to improve safety on the real robot by
imposing conservative motion priors.

One of the most important future research directions is
closing the sim-to-real gap. One approach that has been shown
to improve sim-to-real transfer is the randomization of physical
parameters during training. Projects such as Dactyl [2, 31] have
demonstrated that training policies with domain randomization
is particularly challenging and can require substantial com-
putational budget. Our approach, similar to DeXtreme [10],
based on parallelized physics simulation and high-throughput
GPU-accelerated learning has the potential to significantly
reduce computational requirements for particularly challenging
experiments involving dual arm and hand systems and make
them accessible to a wider research community.

https://sites.google.com/view/dexpbt
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